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The Law In China

By Terry Kerley
has been given the opportunity to
prove he can be rehabilitated and
if the prison officials decide he
has proven himself after two
years, then the prisoner is return·
ed to society. (or alternatively,
executed)
Professor Marasinghe stress·
ed that their legal system is tied to
their political system. So is ours
but we are not under such a tightly controlled social stJ;Ucture. Civil
laws are promulgated at the workers' level. A Production Team
( 46,000 people) idea is passed on
to the Revolutionary Committee

On Friday September 30th, calls them to sit at Court. The
Professor M. Laksham Marasinghe Court administers formal punishfrom the University of Windsor ments, ' such as imprisonment;, if
(Ontario, Canada) Law School de- the defendant has not already
livered a lecture on the role of law been dealt with through warnings,
_ ~ in Communist China. The lecture fines, or r~habilitati~n attempts.
was very well attended by stu- (The Pubhc Secunty Station's
dents and faculty, with the Court- function)
room of the Law School packed
Interestingly, China does have a
to the aisles.
death penalty. But it has two difProfessor Marasinghe is an e;_- ferent kinds. If a defendant is
cellent speaker and presented a sentenced to death immediately,
~ fascinating view of how the struc- then execution is carried out at
ture of the law works behind the once. If the sentence is death
walls of a Communist regime. He
subsequent to two years
"MUG SHOT"
Continued on Page fourconversed about their law enforce- limprisonmen~ then the prisoner
ment procedures, jails, advocacy
~--~
system, and courts, among other
topics.
He stated that the role of Law
in China was to maintain social
harmony according to their political and economic system; which
is just about the same working
philosophv we have. What is totally different from our concept
of Justice is the Chinese rejection
of equality before the Law. The
law is not applied equally across
the board to all individuals. There
The Indiana Board of Law Examiners. Wednesday
is a particular social criteria by
reported 348 persons successfully completed the examiwhich each individual is judged.
nation to become an attorney.
The preliminary group that a misA total of 427 took the two-day examination last July.
creant comes in conflict with is
Swearing in ceremonies will be held Oct. 11 in .the
his own peer and work unit. If
Indiana Supreme Court chambers.
they have not helped him to be a
Here is a list of those who passed the examination:
Team B
constructive member of the soRebert H. Adln, John R. Aikman, Kenney, Gary P. Kln9, VIctor A.
Dee Burgman
Mike Kurtis
Mike Meyer
ciety then the individual is not
Rlch~rCS A. Allorcs, Gerald F. AI· Kiplinger, Rotert E. Kirsch, Jamu
legJ, Eric N. Allen,Jfrltr .. k:t/IMf R. Kluth, Anjr" K. Knl•h BrencSa
punished but rehabilitated and reEdward B. Ana s n,
n E. Knowlet, ranees E. Komoroskt,.
penon. Robi!rt C. AIR!l!rion, Pamela A Kosi nka, Thomas J.
turned to his unit. If previous
rltm
M. Anvelone, Garrison R. Kough, Thomas ~- Kragh, sr~vtn
attempts have been made to reArmstronv, Steven L. Artusl, w. Krhtoff, M1chatl Kurth,
Charles A. Asher, Dougln J. Atz, Timothy S. Lanane, Jar~ef L.F.
habilitate, then the Public SeTerence M. Austgen, David J. Back• Land and Roblrt s. Laszyn,kl.
er,. Michael s. Ba«ehle, Barbara J.
AM, James M. Llllmer. Rever G.
curity Station is called in. (The
B;urd, James Balanoff, .Joar.n<t H. Lawrence, John E. Lelahy, StePI'.L'n
stairs in the same building. The
Police, in our terminology) They
Barbuck, James M. Dcrllley, Mark w. Lee, Irwin 8. Levin, R~n~~ ~
B. earnu, l"homu M. Bur, Marl· tiv~j· StepMn B. Ltwil • . ~v1
By Gail Hamm legal dispute regards the allegation
are also ordinary workers who are
tyn Y. Bulen, Jane F. Becker,
s , Ro~rt H. LIHie, Fl'ii)" 1..
by the associates that the decision
Davl_d B. Ochrmllnn, Brian W. St!l, t®n~, Lindt L. Lon!ji. W,JI,.,m J.
MaXIM
T. Br<>nnen, Jeffrey A. Btrt
n_g r, Rebecu G. Looney, Fran.
completely
self-sufficient
and
unto
go
out
of
business
is
an
unfair
Valparaiso Moot Court memMd pa~s! "' ri"l~~
H. Lutk~n Jr., Robert L. McAr·
like our police, have the power to
Aho,eg ll
?;nop, Gregory cis
ty, MirY E. E. MC:Gritll, Lind~ F.
bers will present their . oral argu- labor practice.
W. Black, Robert J. Blark, Julia M. McHenry, Bruce w. Mclnron,
give out administrative punishThe National Labor Relations
ments at the Dailey Center in
Blackwell, Ann H. Dlinlord, Doyal E. McLemore Jr., James «;.
Timothy J. Bloont, William J. Bok· McMahon, Deborah M.R. Mcf>t~et,
ment without a trial proceeding.
Board just voted to accept jurisChicago on November 3,4-1977.
lund, John D. Boren, Robert o James D. McQcaen, Stephen J.
The organization of Justice is
~Edward T. Bower, Stephen Mianen, Kristin F. Ma»nU:ln,
diction over law firms on May 8,
The topic this year is relevant for
R. Bowen, carol A. Bowman, Susan M. s. Mahone, ~vj\ A. s
not one we would be at home
all law students. First year stu- 1977. The NLRB based its deSusan C: Bowron. Charles N. Braun ~ Lind• B. M•
, . tee
Jl, Dame! ~ Brewer, Wll!i!lm T. Marlin, Jamn D. M!hl, Marilyn s.
with.
Law
students
carry
a
very
cision on the Goldfarb case which
dents are especially encouraged to
llrlnvle, S~lPhtn L. 8rlsch~tt:t, Meighen, Anne R. M!!n(lelson, Jacheavy load while at the same time
Louls F. Bratton. Pet~r P.L. Broc· qu~lyn M. M~nv, Muk A. Mtrt 7 ,
held that lawyers may advertice
attent so they will understand
cohrttl, Al•n s. Brown, James o. Cynthia K. F. Mtssman, David t..
fulfilling roles as ordinary workers
minimum fees and are engaged i~
what to expect when Moot Court
Brown, Mark P. Bry•n, Jeffrey L. Milks, Larry A. Minnix, Garry w.
D-ur~;e, Janett L. Burns, James B. Miracle, Jamu R. Monk, J 4m:u D.
in factories and the like. They,work
interstate commerce. There is no
tryouts are held this spring.
Burrt>ughs, Christopher W. Burton, Moore, Michatl R. Morow, Tir.tmy
at
everyday
jobs
after
graduation
Albert
P.. llutltr, Gorc!on D. Bvers, D. Mosby, Steven J. MosS, Muy ·'·
case yet decided regarding law
The legal issues involve labor
pavla " Capp, ~corH w Cubf:r· Mullaney, Knl L. Mulvan~y.
until the State power in their area
firms with lawyers as employees.
relations. The facts are: 1) a group
-8:;ambleo
lcar4o B. asu, Roland w. JP.C!RU ~· MM''P hron L My•rs
Jr., Linda $. Cha:lman, ~P tn.{son, TMmu' P. Nor:
Now it is up to all participating
of associates in a law firm believe
Sara A. Chenoweth, Laura L. ton, Richltd A. Nuublum 11, Pat·
ClaYIOn, Jam'!s N. Cltven~r. Anne ricia L. o•arll!n, Thomas J. Opsuf,
Moot Court teams to argue the
they are under paid and organize a
D. Coffman, Marv 8. Coole, Byron PhiliP H. Ordsky, Dennis v,
~erits of both sides of the case.
D. Cooper, Perry G. Cross, Jane A. Pan~risl and Rol:lert F. ParkC!r.
labor union; 2) the organization is
t:ullen, ~fephen E. Culley, Jan A.
Plus, Edward A. Peue, Rlchnd
Our team is composed of the
certified as representative of their
Cu!"mlns, James S. Cunninv, Pal· J •. Peckham, Robert A. Pete,
rlc.:a A. Daly, D~borah J. Daniels, Jerome o. PIH, Nancy c. Pitt, Mark
following members: Team A: Pete
interests; 3) sometime afterwards,
Pimcla A. &.Danner, and Alan J. A. Pope, Qary v. Powell, Gre~:lrV
DiilnSker.
.
A. Purvis, Carmen &.. Quintanllt,
the partners in the firm announce Hessler, Jim Ralls, Keith VandenThe Mock Trial Team has been
Also, Charles A. Davis Jr., John Slt:then E. R.ahn, Divid K. Ran!ch,
that they are going out of busi- berg. Team B: Deidre "Dee" Burgselected for 1977-7 8. There are
W •. Davis Jr., ~aren A. Divis, Charles G. Read, Mich3tt J. Rear·
Davrcl R. Day, Walllam H. Dazey don, Robert e. Rtlt!lnlancter. Barf:\a·
ness; 4) the partners intend to go man, Mike Kurtis, and Mike
two teams:
Jr., James R. DtMotto, Gerald M. ra J. Rt!Sier, Fredrick L. lli:e,
DeWcsbr, V. James Dickson, Fran- Gary v. Rider, Ramfalf R Rl~<~s
into business with a law firm up- Meyer. Good Luck to all of you.
clna A. Dlou:,y, James H. Dot-son, ltslt D. Rlvert, Marie J. Re~rts:
Team 1: Jeff Holmstrom, Ed
Richard ~- Dcermtr, Dean A. Don- Jeffrey A. Rocke, Jack E. Roe::,.,!,
ntlscn, W•lll•r:" Protd:~,_ RoNrt w. Williams T. Rosenba~o:m, SMIIa F.
Grafton, Steve Tuuk. Team 2:
Dunbar, lo',_art•n R. Easrm, Rlchud Rosen~rg, Michul J. RosMr, John
J.
Ebblngl;o~He, Mlcha~J L. E;ck· F. Rothrlng, Joseph F. Ru!lfi'\,
Kent Schnack, Linda Burton, and
erie, Thomu w. Et~lelton, Glenn Michael J. Rusn11k, David J. Rven,
Bob Stochel.
A. E!11fey,
~ li~~''j · Jeffrey D. Salberg, Atad A. Slr•
Nilhan•el M . ( , e n n t . klsian, Rot:ert A. Schembs, Tncmu

moot court

i

MADNESS!!

List. Of Those Passing
Bar Exan1 Released
I

g

prepare for battle

p:

Congrats

JPQA •••

I N I'T I AT I 0 N

The Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity initiation was held Tuesday, September 27th. The ceremony was at the downtown courthouse in Jurlge Douglas'
Court.
following 15 people were
welcomed into the Fraternity:
Paul Chael, Don Cyze, Edmund
Dunn, Judith Haller, Verlanteree
Hare, Judith Hawley, Christopher
Hunt, Margar~t Johnston, Karen
Krodel, Daniel Lane, Rhonda
Levin, John Mayfield, Jr., Valiant
Poliny, Steven Sproule, and
Theodore Worre.
Officiating at the initiation
were this year's officers: Michael
Curtis, Sally Sittler, Francisco
Davila, and Sandra Jones.
Representing the faculty was
Assistant Dean Phillip Brockington. Also attending were John

The

By Sandy ]ones
Currilli and James McClean, repre·
senting PAD International.
During initiation a special talk
on membership benefits were
given discussing such topics as
PAD's Buying Services, Insurance
Plans, and PAD's Placement Service and Porfessional Library.
A party was held for the new
members at Jan Terbush and Barb
Busch's house immediately following initiation.

Anyone interested in becoming
an associate member of PAD ( 3rd
yr. people) should contact Sandy
Jones or Mike Kurtis. There is no
fee but associated must be initiated next semester.

'WW

The complaint alleges that a
security corporation was negligent
in hiring a particular security
guard. The guard is allegedly responsible for shooting a customer
who had come onto the business
premises to purchase goods. The
legal issues involve: 1 ) Whether
the security corporation created
an unreasonable risk of harm for
patrons by hiring this guard. All
agency and respondent superior
principles are relevant; 2) whether
the guard was acting within the
course and scope of his employment when the incident occured;
3) whether the guard was the
proximate cause of the customer's
injury. The plaintiff consumer is
seeking $500,000 damages and
$1,000,000 exemplary and punitive damages.
The date for the Mock Trial
Competition has not yet been
announced but it will probably be
sometime during the Spring Semester.

F;~Jk, John M. Ftack, Carmen A.
Fernand~l, David C. Fl!l~, Gerald

L. F1scher, Ivan D. Floycf, 'trY'" A
• ·
obertG. Forbes, rancos
• orsman, Dlan3 L. Fox, Suah
M. Frank, Ellnbotn A. F rec!erlck,
Paula Ill. Frost, Jimmy E. Fulcher.
Jam~s F. Gallagher, Mary A. Giy,
Phlhp C. Genetos, Katherine 1.
<Oerber. and Mark D. Gerth.
Also, Dale L. Gattelflnsar, Joan
Godlove, Jon D. Goldman, Barry G.
<Oomberg, Jerrv T. Gormiiln, D•vlct
L. Gray, Raymond T. Gro.n, Mark
A. Greenwell, Mark C. Gu.enln,
Divld A. H~lst. Tt·.omu M. Hakes,
David E. Hall, Ralph F. Hall, John
A. flamllt,n, John C. Hamilton,
Nancy G. Hankin~. Mlchetl R. Har·
mon,. Hertoert P. H•rt Ill, John H.
Has It'", Sfevan H_. H•nlrlslf, James
W. Healon, Mar~t H. Hu.drlckson,
~~~::Y
~'A?U!· KathLiun M.
'
v
r er, _ 1rrv R.
Hesson lnd J_ovce P. Hill.
.And,. Krlsr" L. Hill, WJ:IIam S.
H1ll, Walll!lm C. Hoelscher, Michael
F. Hof~r. Tllomu K. Hollman, Ted
! J. Hol!dav, kOif JC. Aominri, VIII·
Ilam T• HoPklnt, Jr., Lucl L. Hor·
ton, Julia E. M. Hurley, John A.
Hyde, Cl\arles H. Ireland, Ro~rt H.
Irvin, Mlrtha $. Irwin, Ricky L.
ie~c~oH, CJharlts T. Jennings,
o r
· ~rry II, KenMth E.
JohnJon, D1vad H. Jones, Dougtu
S. Jonu, Martin T. JoMs, John F.
Joyce, !-J~wrence A. Kalina. Rlch11rd
0. 1$11,en~ch, Swadutl S. Kaldsl,
Katie. Harlnder Kaur.
.
Chill C.· Kuttnv, Barry A
1
Ktecll, John s. Keeler, Jamts .-:

l!6J

'

,tr'•r

~--

111

PtMJ

c. Scherer,
J. Schlesinftr,
Nancy K. M.. sc ouar Mitff!!i J
Schneider, John B. Sc-~ley, scs 11 ~
E. Schurver, Janelh A. M.
Schwandt, SIH A. S~dley. Jamu
A. shan i nan, R
e~t c a A.
Shanahlln, William L:
tftr.ayfclt,
Randall L.. Shiiiw, Patti . p.. Sh<:lul·
csers, Williard s. Shroee,'.Joseph w.
Shull, Theodore c. Simmons, warr•n ~· Simp nun, Philip T. Slrii'PsOriand llubefh H. Smith.
And, Kathy A. Smith, Randkell o.
Smltn, Tlmt'lt'IY R. Smock, Gary w.
Sorvt, William s. Spangler Jr.,
~andy F. Sproule, Richard 6.
steedman, Chafin E. Stewart Jr.,
Karen R. Slrueh, W•vne A. Slurtt\1•
ant, Jamn P. Sullivan, John v.
Sullivan, VIola V. J. Taliaferro, Jo
Aflne R. Tapoc;sl, Let T. Tarvin,
Jeffrey M. Thomas, Allan T.
Thompson, CeorH c. T!M>mpsc.n,
Mark J. Thompson,
•
...R.i:k!l._Rover A. Tree , re
•
~. Richard T. Truitt, Scott A
ViiinSuJklrk, VIctoria r.. van Duren:
Mlchz:el w Van Treese Ann R
Vaughan. Glenn
Vlc!tl": Vidman:
tu A. vaiiJtis
\eve
VliiG!ler
James R. Yhlkor, fijfit~ L ;jt~:
.Ja.t. David M.. wa
, Toh
~Her 111. David G. Wlllt~n Jr •
Scott L. Webb, Kim A. Wehrenbor;
and Nancy &:;. Welnm01n.
And, Byron c. ~·Jells, John w
Weverbachtr GorC:on E Whitt Jr •
Marc A. White, Rlcll!rd c. woue";
Jr., M. Eliu~th Wood, Michael c
Worden~ Thomas P. Yoder, Robert
W
Robert 0 :ZlnTf"'iiiir
5fep tno :ztatos.
•

I

l,'nlf

1

,
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October 12, 1977

The First

Six Weeks

By Kathy Kubiak

Theft: 1. T1ze act of stealing; the wrongful taking and
carrying away of the personal goods or properly of another;
larceny. 2. an instance of this.

••••••
Every student in this school, from the first year on, knows
the above definition by heart. 'then, damn it, what the hell is
oing on?! So far this year it has been reP.orled that five out
of stx hornbooks [or Crim. Law have disappeared and all·
seven of the hornbooks for Evidence have pulled a disappearing act of their own. This is totally inexcusable!

•• • •••

Where is our sense of Honesty? Where is our sense of duty
to our fellow classmates? Where is the new security sy_stem
that is supposed to guard us all from the inconsid.erate
actions some of our members are engaging in?

.....

-~

I know it's hard to leave when the library closes and you
haven't finished reading that vitally i'!}Portant section yet,
but if you (whoever lou are) make ofl with that book you
have not "borrowed' it, you have stolen it. And since
I and the rest of the school are the ones that end
up payJng for it in higher tuition costs that makes me see
lztt[e else vut red.

••••••

I haven't got the money to buy my own hornbooks like
McCormick on Evidence and when you deprive me of the
opportunity to use a copy in the library, you leave me out in
the cold. I can only ask my friends to lend me their coeies
'ust so many times before tney don't want to see my Jace
again.

••••••
Consider, at least1 the results of. your actions if y_ou are
ever caught. (thoug/1 I am aware few are-- I hope the new
security system will help in that direction) There are very few
eople who will be sympathetic, and do you really want to
risk your future for a $20 book?.

••••••
'Nuff said on plain thieving, but I have another gripe along
the same lines. One of the reasons we have a rough time
inding Law Reviews and Reporters is because they dzsapfear
into the Law Review carrels never to be seen again unti the
end of the y_ear. Frustration! These needed volumes are also
known to be impounded somewhere in the Law Review
Offices downstairs. I hereby "humbly" request
that the
Law Review notewriters ana Editors kindly make a list of the
volumes the:x have in their offices and post it on their doors.
t was done -zast year and I don't see why it can't be done this
ear. T1lis request extends to the Moot Court members also.
Please don't [ock half the library away and out of our reach.
••••• !

To those of you who know you have library books
(hornbooks, etc ... ) in your f!OSsesswn--RETURN THE_M! If
you're afraid or embarasseCl to do so, l~ave tlzem L'!'l the
FORUM office (last carrel on your left m the old l!brary
section) and the;y'll be put back where they belong wzth no
inquiries made. (I know, sadly enough, that probabry nobody
wal return a~y, but don't ever say the opportunity to do so.
_.~
was never offered.)

To the Editors :

Ms. Burton is entitled to her
own opinion concerning T.A.'s
and Law Review people, but what
bothered me most about her last
Column is the statement, "What it
actually involves is slave labor-hours of unpaid or underpaid
work." The idea that every endeavor must be rewarded in
dollars is myopic and unnecessarily mercenary. It is exactly
the attitude for which our (potential) profession has been criticized

, .,.

'IIJ'I
• • •

bottom rung. (Which at times
seems likely, if not certain).
Such problems, though , as unsurety and competition are inevitable, and one complains about·
those as one might complain
about those legendary Valparaiso
winters; bitterly, constantly, but
not seriously.
'Ihe real aggravations are those
situations which are rectifiable
but neglected. Imagine the pathos
of an 8:oo class with a professor
who, at last offical count, after six
weeks, has smiled once. Worse yet
is that smile came only while he
related his devious plots and perimeters within which he planned
to develop our final exam.
Or consider the problem of the
library, idealy the perfect place
to digest legal brilliance. Well,
does it retain this idealistic status
when seen and used as a social discussion room? Ha,Ha. No, I'm not
a ranting recluse, just a bit tired of
being forced to listen to boring revelations of big-time law school
esca-pades related while the hardworking student body is trying to
study. (Granted, I'm being somewhat facetious, but the problem is
of no small proportions).
On the subject of library defects, just where is the new security system? One learns quickly
of graduate school vandalism, a
mutant of the better-known
ghetto or delinquent vandalism.

.As graduate students, we leave
windowsr , intact, but destroy
books and blatantly pilfer and
rape the library. Regarding pilferage, who stole the five out of six
LaFave & Scott hornbooks, generously leaving one copy for the
rest of the class? Classy move,
creep or creeps.
Despite some problems, after
six weeks here, I feel amazingly
good. Not great, but good. The atmosphere here is not competitive
enough to be frightening, but it is
stimulating enough to keep one
from sitting back, or worse yet,
patting yourself on the back for
just being here. Most first-year, as
well as second and third year students are s}_larp people, and advanced students seem to go out of
their way to reassure and give aid
when needed. Lest I establish
myself as lacking in judgment,
there are, of course, notable exceptions. (Don't take this personally, Mr. Garriott!).
The key work, then, after six
weeks seems to be survival. Perhaps speaking prematurely, what
reassuring profs and students
spoke of at orientation is true.
Keep up in class, brief your cases,
and study your tail off, and you'll
survive.
Ah, survival--Does anybody
want to volunteer to do an update
on the first-year hea.dcount next
January?

QJln,ach eloqi-~n p~ters, a~-llpff t~n~e me~~·

'Ihe view from left field or better play shallow there's a weak
hitter at bat. Coming up next issue, graffiti; the abundance in the
mens' room and the lack thereof
in the ladies ...
Did you know that Juris Doctor magazine is published by that
baron of the print industry, Rupert Murdock?
Have you noticed the zeal with
which foreign car owners discuss
their various lemons? Could that
be why they are in law school...to
get back at the manufacturers?
One gentlemen had a blown engine under warranty requiring six
weeks to fix. No replacement car
was given in the meanwhile.
Should foreign car manufacturers
be allowed to tranact business in
the U.S. if they can't service their
products? Is there jurisdiCtion?

Is the three degree difference in
temperature at the two electronic
bank signs on Route 49 indicative
of their respective interest rates?
Today's question for the day:
Why does Professor Meyers enter
his tiny car from the passenger's
side? Isn't that like backing into a
decision?
What about that degenerate law
school crowd that eats daily at the
Union? A larger group of perverts
I've rarely seen ...
If you have any plants resting
outside after this long hot summer, now is the time for all god
men and women to come to the
aid of their plants. Bring 'em in.
Has any loyal psychology student ever initiated a study inquiring whether there is a disproportionately larger amount of left
-handed people in the law school
than in the general population?
Talk ahaut that great D. Tony
and mistrusted for years. If this perception ...
attitude begins in law school
The new Federal Lakeshore
what hope is there for the pro: West Beach complex is presently
fession?
being fenced in with a five-foot
cyclone fence. Who ever heard of
There are, I submit, other refencing in a whole federal park?
wards for dedication to intellecCould it have anything to do with
tual endeavors and for service to
the quality marijuana that has
one's school. I suggest the firstyear students consider for them- grown wild there for years? Nah,
probably not.
selves what rewards those might
For today's law school combe, and whether they themselves
aspire to meet those challenges plaint.It is one thing when 'prolite' conferences are held in the
and collect those rewards.
law school with pro-life signs
plastered left and right on the
Deidre "Dee" Burgman ('79)
walls. Although patently offensive
to me, I leave them up. But when

......

$$$

_.A_n official headcount conducted by the SAMFF, (Students
Assigned to Monitor Freshman
Failures), revealed that after six
weeks of class, all first-year students are present and accounted
for. All present and accounted
for, despite horror stories told by
upper level students, and our own
fears, based on a cross between
"Paper Chase" and "Love Story"
(remember Oliver's problems with
'lbrts?).
After six weeks of law school,
those original entry fears vanish.
True to life's stormy ride, however, new fears, more pertinent
ones, emerge.
Unsurety reigns here. With no
guidelines, no real feedback,
nothing but the devestaing results
in Legal Problems assignments, it's
difficult to judge progress, or the
lack thereof. Comparing yourself
with your peers is senseless, since
they're in no better shape than
you are.
Or, are they? Competition, not
so much express as implied, reigns
supreme as a group of similarly
bright people all try to excel. Forgotten is the notion that somebody has to be the bottom member of the class; the competitiveness inherent in people who
attend law school makes you wonder just how you'll handle it if
and when you do reach that

mously signed "A Woman", espausing a woman's right to control her bodily functions are
ripped down within two hours of
their posing, I get irritated. If the
walls are to become political, then
both sides should have the same
right to free speech.
One more complaint for the
road ... Being a freak for Wendy's
hamburgers and wishing them to
continue advertising in the
FORUM, I patronize the establishment with coupons. 'Ihe problem?
They charge sales tax on the nondiscounted price. Their manager
claim;, "'!hat's the way we were
told to set up the system. We deduct coupon value from the total
price." Wrong, Bozo, wrong. I will
be in contact with the Indiana
Sales Tax Department and
We nd y's headquarters to alert
both of the wrongdoing. They
can't get away with ripping all
them extra pennies from us poor
law students. Wendy's and the
city of Valparaiso should also be
contacted as to why the building
was allowed on the location as
such creating a very hazardous
traffic situation. A double with
everything to go...
The American Cancer Society
has gone Madison Avenue. Beinning in November, the AC.S will
take their campaign to the people,
specifically to teen women. Heavy
electronic exposure with posters,
stickers, and iron-on decals will be

*
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''Smoking Stinks''. Heavy
increases in the percentage of
young people smoking prompted
the move. If a nonsmoker has ever
snuggled up to an inviting ear for
dinner, one quickly realized the
'error' of smokers. It's easier to
lick a filled ashtray clean.
Now for the culcha' ... 'Ihe still-impossible-to-get-tickets-in-New
York-to CHORUS LINE will hit
the Shubert Theatre in Chicago in
January. Contact the Shubert for
ticket info. The 13th Chicago Inemational Film Festival will he
held (decided 5-4) November
4-17. Contact the folks at 415 N.
Dearborn in the Windy City for
their schedule of films and applications for member~ip into their
kinescopic society. Only·· $15 for
students. The Indianapolis Museum of Art is currently showing a
cartoon fest. Through December
10, the second floor Beesley
Gallery will exhibit a selection of
150 works from the collection of
Californian Jerome Muller. The
exhibition traces the development
of American comic art beginning
in the 1890's up to the present
work of Jules Feiffer and Gary
'Doonesbury' Trudeau.
Concluding with acient Confucius, "Study without thought is
vain; Thought without study is
dangerous." While modem Confucius say, "Old criminal lawyers
never die; they just lose their
appeal.
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NOI. TRUTH

by Linda J. Bur ton
Something is definitely wrong DeanEhren.He introduced Profesthis semester. The faculty has not sor Marasinghe who delivered a
thought of any major ways to lecture on Law in Communis~ Chiantagonize us. By this time last na. After the lecture some of us
year we had threats of mandatory retired to the .Franklin House
attendance and that old perrenial where we spent some time trying
favorite - "3 under 70's and to figure out who should have
you're out." Maybe they know been more insulted by the Dean's
that we know that it was just a introduction, the student body, or
tactic to divert us from any real Professor Marasinghe, Dean Ehren
issues, like quality of the faculty. went on forever expressing hi~ surAnyways, since I have nothing prise at what a large aud1ence
major to complain about may I came to hear the lecture. The
tell you about the minor aggrava- attitude says one of two things:
tions which I've encountered this A) Professor Marasinghe is nobosemester?
dy and has nothing to say, B)
1) Parking Spaces. Well, already Valparaiso Law Students are a
I have two tickets for parking on bunch of dumb asses who
the grass. The tickets were $25.00 couldn't possibly be interested ineach. I did not purposefully
Communist China. Which all
thwart the parking rules. There comes to this - If you don't bewas nowhere to park either in the lieve in Flying Saucers, why belaw school lot or across the street. lieve in Deans?
If I don't pay the fines the school
3) Pop auizzes: These are given
will apply its various sanctions, eg , as a warning to bad little boys and
no transcript, no diploma, no girls who haven't done their
grades mailed. Don't you think homework. Good little boys and
that all the tuition I pay entitles girls always do their homework.
me to expect some parking facili- Now don't make Daddy mad!
ties?
Daddy carries a big stick!
2) The Dean,A/K/A The
4) .P Tony Beach: He has his
Invisible Man: Up until last Friday nerve telling the fine gentlemen of
I wasn't sure he existed. (you Valpo what kind of unmentionknow, something like Bigfoot or abies to wear. According to the
Flying Saucers.) Well, low and be- latest survey 95% of law school
hold with my own eyes I saw men are terrific in bed. The other

Continued From Page 3
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5% attend Valpo. (Betcha' catch it
on this one L.J.- 'lbe Ed.)
5) Leaks: Want to know who's
on probation; who last petitioned
the faculty and why; what anyone
or everyone said said at the last
faculty meeting? Just listen up; all
of this is common gossip. My opinion is that this is where an honor code is important. Any student
who leaks information about another student which was obtained
at a faculty meeting should be
cited for violating the honor code.
A person who breaks the confidentiality of facul\1 meetings and
risks harm to a fellow student so
he can impress others with the
"inside scoop" is unfit for the
practice of law and appropriate
action should therefore be taken!Well students, those are my
main minor gripes. Faculty, go
ahead and sock it to us. We know
you have all kinds of devious
plans in store for us. I just hope I
remember them all when I'm an
alumn and you need fu'nds.
As a final note, I apparently
insulted some superstars last issue.
Star of stars, Pam Kosenka gave
me hell last week. She forgave me,
however, when I told her that
some of my best friends are superstars.

heat
KEEP THE LID ON
FOR 25 MINUTES. At the end of
the time, you can take lid off, toss
the top layer gently with a longtined fork, very gently. Replace
lid for five minutes, then repeat
process. Once more and you will
have reached the botton of the
pan and will have nice fluffy rice
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Resumes
Fulltime Teaching

This gentleman's face is familiar
all of us. First year students
ize him as the cantankerous
professor. Believe it or
however, this man will always
known to the rest of us as
Dean Meyer.
Though no longer Dean of this
itution, Professor Meyer servus well. We wondered how he
fairing now that adminisve sweat and tears are being
by another. However, we
d not ask Professor Meyer how
felt to be a full- time academagain. Instead, we listened to
conversations around Wesemann
Hall. For attitudes and fantasies
of professors are somehow automatically communicated to the
student body, especially to those
who study under them.
that is not gummy.
If you have a large enough
saucepan, do two cups of rice
with the idea of having some leftover. Here's what you can do with
that. Melt some butter in a frying
pan. Add any or all of the following: onion, chopped; green pepper, chopped; celery chopped; or
mustrooms, slice or pieces.
Saute until vegetables are limp.
Add the cooked rice-(2-3 cups).
Stir around until heated through.

**
*:
***

The Ladies' and Gentlemans' Choice

:*

Call for our Chuck Wagon on the spot Pizza & Sandwiches (For V. U. Students only)

PIZZA

1105 CALUMET AYE. VALPARAISO. INDIANA 463!0

462-0993 -

WE DELIVER

From 4 to 12 p.m. Sun. thru Thur. and Fri.~ Sat. from _4 to 1 a.m.

THIN CRUST & DEEP DISH PIZZA
CHEESE
·SAUSAGE
GREEN PEPPER
MUSHROOMS
PEPPERONI - BLACK OUVES - ONIONS - ANCHOVIES -HAM
ITEM

CHEESE

1

2

3

4

5

Small 10"

2.50

2.75

3.15

3.55

3.95

4.35

Med. 12"

3.25

3.85

4.45

5.05

5.65

6.25

Large 14"

3.95

4.75

5.45

6.b

6.85

7.55

O lJ R SPECIAL HOT ITALIAN BEEF AND BROTH ON

The Editors
Season with sait, pepper, maybe a
little garlic salt, maybe a little
fresh parsley, also chopped. This
is really very good andobviously
amenable to many possibilities.
The herbed rice would go better with the sesame chicken and
the plain rice better with the BBQ
treatment, but please yourself.
P.S. We are waiting for your
favorite goodies. Send them into
the Forum office. Remember, no
marshmallows!

*****************************~~

503 E. Lincolnwav
·
462-.1371
****************************.*****************************'

PINOCCHIO'S

Although Hearsay is never con
elusive, good law students
it is admissable under one
another exceptions for what
ptirpose can be dreamed up.
Speaking then, from facts within
our knowledge we present the
lowing analysis.
Dean Meyer has a
sense of justice and fair play. He
believes second year students
should not get lazy, importantly,
they should not be allowed to
relax because they survived the
first year. To orchestrate this
parent philosophy (we speak only
from actions performed) he has
developed an unpopular remedy:
pop quizzes. Professor Nelson of
course shares this hard -ass ideal
and is pursuing the same course.
We believe the notice is legally
questionable, especially if the
results. are used to evaluate
dent performance overall. If
ever, the remedy is either a
or is not intended to have
equitable value or purpose
we suppose comment on this
tice is useless--as is most stude
input here.
Welcome back Dean-er ... fessor Meyer, to the classrooms
Contracts, UCC etc. We look fo
ward to further indications
your professional expertise.

ORANGE BOWL RESTAURANT &
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
U.S. 30 & STATE RD. 49
Phone--462-5541

'*

t-birc:utt.en YalparaisO,IN

OPEN

Former Dean

**

**
:
*
**
*
**
**

.

MARTIN BINDER JEWELER
DIAMONDS - WATCHES • JEWELRY

23 LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO , IND. "'6383

PHONE

46;a-S931

**
**
t*
:
**"
*.
*:

DEEP DISH
ADD
· SOc

7Sc

Garlic Bread - .SO and Phza Bread - .75

$1.50. Pinocchio's ( Hot )
Pinocchio's (Cold) Submarines
Foot Long Submarines

FRE!'CH BREAD WITH HOT PEPPERS.

ALL TOPPED WITH SPICED CHEESE ONIONS- LETTUCE- TOMATOES AND
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE.

YOUR CHOICE OF:
HAM
TURKEY
$1.25
SALAMI
COLD CUTS
SPA.GETTI SPAGETTI -

Plain Sauce

\\ ith '\Jeat Sauce or Mntballs or Mushrooms

COKE -

SPRITE -

ROOT BEER -

SOFT DRINK 30¢

$2.00
$2.50
ORANGE

ALL

TOPPED

WITH

CHEESE

GREEN

PEPPERS ONIONS AND OUR OWN SPECIAL
SAUCE.

STROMBOLI with BBQ sauce
STROMBOLI with halian sauce
BEEF
HAM
J-lalf $1. 50
SALAMI
Whole $2.50
TURKEY
POLISH SAUSAGE
IT ALlAN SA.USAG E
COLD CUTS
BEEF BBQ

FEAIDRING THE NEWEST

IN AMlHEMENTS

INBAllr FOOSBALL-VIDEO GAME
·AIR CONDITIONEDEXCLUSIVELY OWNED AND OPERATED
BY A UNIVERSITY

~TUDENT

SUN.· THURS. 3:00-11 :OOp.m. FRI. & SAT.til 12p.m.
DOWNTOWN -153 S. WASHINGTON

NEXT TO THEW APPLE SHOP
CORNER OF MONROE & WASHINGTON
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Women lnvit ed to Conference
'' free to be femaletl

Jndeed ... It's About time?

Placement
Director
Begins
By Gail Hamm
Believe it or not my friends, the
wheels of change can come to
Valparaiso School of Law. Effec. tive September 1, 1977 we have a
full-time Placement Director. The
purpose is to help prospective
graduates from this revered institution land influential, successful
jobs.

The Women's Caucus of IU
School of Law, Indianapolis'
will sponser a conference on
Saturday, October 22, 1977.
The event will take one full
day, Saturday 8:30-3:30 p.m.
and will feature several workshops.
Keynote speaker will be
Brenda Fergen- Fasteau. Ms.
Fergen-Fasteau is a former national Vice-President of NOW, a
member of the Advisory Committee of the National Women's
Causcus, former Director of theWomen's Rights Project of the
ACLU, a member of the Equality Committee of the ACLU, a
co-founder and member of the
board of the Women's Action
Alliance. She is a 19 69 grad u·
ate of Harvard Law School, she .
is a mother, and the wife of
the author of The Male
Machine, Marc Fergen- Fasteau ,
All women law students are
invited to attend. Registration
forms are available from Gail
Hamm and must be mailed by
October 14th. The registration
f~e is $5.00, which will include
a buffet lunch~ There will also
be an information fair during
the lunch break. Importantly,
there will be a short meeting
of all law students immediately
after the conference. The purpose of this informal meeting
is to meet with women from

Anita Lawrence is the gentlewoman who has the awesome task
of shaping a dynamic placement
program out of the prior excuse
for placement that formerly existed. In all fairness- funds have not
been available to get a placement
program started.
The advantage of a full-time
Placement Director is that our
task of securing employment is
make easier. Anita is responsible
for posting all positions made future years. Where do most of
known to her upon the bulletin the VU graduates secure employboard downstairs. She contacts ment? Anita believes that the pro·
firms and corporations to encour- ·gram will be healthy and funcage them to interview at VU. tioning well in two years. That
Anita has a list of Valparaiso means you first-year students
alumni (by state) to facilitate should be able to expect help in
drafting cover letters and resumes. hiring by the time you graduate.
Anita stressed that developing
an effective placement :vrogram
takes time. We must begin to compile placement statistics for use in

RESUME WRITING and TYPING

other law schools in an effort
to facilitate communications
between womens' caucuses
throughout Indiana.
The .five workshops are: 1)
Free to be Female- an in troduction to the philosophy and
techniques of assertiveness training 2) Free from Fear- a discussion of rape and battered
and abused women. 3) Free to
Get Credit- a discussion of
women's changing financial and
credit status under the law. 4)
Free to Be Involved Politically- an
examination of sex roles in the
legislature. 5) Free to Participatean exploration of affirmative
action and the implications of the
recent Bakke case as related to
wome-n.

'China' continued from Page 1

outside reading$.

Reviewed by Aphrodite
Sick and tired of casebooks? •Prayer, by Anita Tyrant.
Had it with hornbooks? Mind
The founder of "Enslave our
fried on canned briefs? Frustrated Children" instructs parents on
With Gilbert's? If so, the
how to instill in their offspring
following _sophomoric selec- such qualities as close- mindedness
tiuns snould soothe your savage and mob tyranny·
soul:
Politics Makes Strange BedIs There Life After Law fellows, or Making Your Marriage
sdlool? by Juris Prudence.
;vork, by George and Cornelia Ma~etaphysical, intellectual es-· ·· Ice
oteric, existential, and otherwise
This enlightening text discusses
thoroughly pretentious exam- the novel premise that wireination of topics of concern to all tapping your mate's telephone
future juris doctorates.
1 e ads to renewed marital
The U.C.C., Negotiable Instru· 'hominy'.
ments, and Me, by Burt Lancelot.
And, for you insomniacs, and
Learn how a good ole boy like other similarly depraved souls,
yohself can gain fame, fortune, these selected short subjects are
and scorn by manipulating the recommended.
statutes in your favor.
The Canons of Ethics ExTotaled Woman, by P. Shaft- ploded, by R. "Nix-on" Honesty.
flea
'
Defensive Driving, or How Not
This treatise contains such pro· to Become a Highway Statistic, by
vocative chapters as Manipulating E. D. "V.D." Ah'm Mean.
Your Husband for Self-Gain, FulFashion Guide to Rape, by
fillment through Ironing, Fashions "~tmple Simonsen"
from Saran Wrap, and Why Lady
Why Law School iS &>-o-o-o-o
Macbeth was Right.
Much Fun! by Hadley V. Baxrrejudice, l.~~secution. and endale.

t2~ur§kc!mo!:a·
us that for two consecutive weeks
the SBA meeting has failed to
have the quorum necessary for
voting. That's pretty sad when
we're all bitching about things
never getting done. The SBA is
our voice and if the repre-

SBA Reps!!
sponsible enough to show up for
the meetings then maybe they had
better rethink why they ran for
office. We didn't elect!" fedo
nothing and ignore
jobs. Get
on the ball Reps, and make sure
your bods are sitting in those

s••

116 E. Lincolnway
Valparaiso~ Ind.

PIONEER NATIONAL
TITLE INSURANCE

-

NORTHERN INDIANA BANK

.......... -...- ......

and TRUST C_OMPANY

Professional & Confidental

Phone 462-4188

PHONE·:

462-2151

SANDRA STEPLER· HAJTOVIJ'
LITERARY SERVICES
627

We~

U.S. 30

imprint your

Valparaiso, lndiania 46383
759-3709

PHONE

462-5600

tee

shirt----------

Phone 462-1482
Keg Beer--Wine
Liquor
1802 E. Linco1nway

Every one of our famous takehome treats is on sale - while
they last! Stock your freezer
with delicious "DQ" "Dilly"
Bars or Buster Bars. Stash
away pint and quarts of "Dairy
Queen" frozen dessert in our
handy Home Pak cartons.

. ~rl]nnl

GtvEME"

See you again nell

6NOlAGH 10
l-AST 'IlL
NEXT SUMMER

MARCH

Dairq

Queen

SCHROEDER'S D. Q.
one block north of
Wehrenberg on LaPo~e
®

U S. Pat Off .. Am D . 0 Corp . Copynght . 1976. Am . D 0 . Corp

only at

nf llinw
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October 12. l.2.Z7,~-----------~--~~--~~~~~~~~-----------Th~~e.F~o~ru~urn~--------------------------------------------------------------of beef stew meat, although here
browning of the meat makes it
better.
The next chicken dish is Oriental in flavor and takes a little more
effort than the one above. But
since that effort was minimal, you
shouldn't complain a lot.
Chicken parts equivalent to one
chicken, equal parts soy sauce and
melted butter, sesame seeds.
Place chicken on foil-lined baking sheet. Spoon over it the mixture of butter and soy sauce. l
cube of butter to approximately
t,h cup of soy sauce is about right).
Now, sprinkle the whole thing
very liberally with sesame seeds.
Place in 37 5.0 oven for about one
DO IT IN THE KITCHEN hour. Baste about every 15 minutes to keep from drying out (the
Today's offeri_ng is going to be chicken, not you). Serve with rice
some easy · and good variations and green salad, with french rolls.
on Chicken and Rice. You will be
Now about the rice we've been
happy to know that these two telling you to serve. The regular
chicken recipes do not require rice is cheaper than minute rice
that the chicken be browned. A and better. Here is how to cook it
small hooray here). Simply Inside without failure .
.BBQ Chicken: 1 whole chicken,
First, remember that l cup of
cut into parts-or parts equivalent uncooked rice equals about 3%
to one bird, 1 medium sized oni- cup of cooked. Put one cup of
on, 1 small ......of commercial uncooked rice in heavy saucepan
BBQ sauce.
that has a tight-fitting lid . Now,
Place chicken in heavy Dutch add cold water to about one inch
oven or casserole dish. Slice onion above the level of the rice, about
into rings and scatter over the top. the depth of your forefinger to
Sprinkle with freshly ground the first knuckle (known as the
black pepper, but skip the salt. rule of knuckle). Add 1 teaspoon
Pour over all the BBQ sauce. Cov- each of salt and butter. Also, you
er. Place in oven for about l hour. can add 1 teaspoon of lemon juice
(350~). It can go longer than an if you want the rice to stay nice
hour and will still b~ good. Serve and white, and you should. Bring
over rice. There will be lots of to a hoil. but lid on, and reduce
sauce. This very same treatment
continued on Page 3
works just fine with 11/2-2 pounds

COME IN MONDA YAFI'ERNOON FOR PRO
FOOTBALL ON OUR GIANT 7 Ff. COLOR TV.
;ENJOY A PIZZA OR SANDWICH
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE 21 .TO PICK UP
FOODOR TO WATCH THE MONDAY GAMES ..

DON'T FORGET THE OLYMPIC RESTAURANT
ACROSS FROM TUBS
CROSSY presents

at

Bl\IDBE-Vu TIE&TI\E

BRIDGE-Vu TIIF:ATRF. tl,S, 30 Wctlt, Valparaiso, Indiana
u

!:SK'

STORMY WEATHER
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14,8:00 p.m.
30 West, Valoaraiso, Indiana

*

.1a
BRIDGE-Vu THEATRE

"KING OF THE TWIST"

"'•

CHUBBY CHECKER

BIRDS' EYE VIEW OF THE FACULTY
Recognize any of these dis- presently a member of our re- depict our favorite professors.
tinguished faces? Each is (with the known faculty. The picture is not
We have a friendly faculty here
of card-playing Bruce) conclusive but it does ac
.at Valparaiso--out of the classr
oom of course. Don.t let these
. wry facial expressions mislead
· you. Take the time to get to know
them personally. Rumor has it
that 'res ipsa loquitur' Louie is a
passionate drinker. The good
judge is the only person who
really knows whose ox is being
gored. Irrelevant and immaterial
Stevenson is actually quite a
gentle fellow beneath all of that
closely-cropped exterior. A1; for
Jurisprudential Jack, we shall only
OPEN
EVERYDAY
HOURS
24
pause and sigh. Rich Dawson is a
BREAKFAST
ANYTIME
rare bird--straight. open. , tough
and fair, definitely an unusual spe2502 N .CALUMET ', VALPARAISO
cimen. Hugo is kind, competent
PHONE: 464-4661
. and obsessed with poor people.
Note that Hard Ass Nelson is

~~==========================~~n~~cl~~.Nm~ilie~hu~w
professor whose name escapes me
at this moment. Seems it relates
to mortgages.
Despite our disagreement
fellows, we think you are a
motley group. Perhaps we are
lucky to have you. Pe1~han!':

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15,7:30 & 10:30
30 Weat, Valparaiso, Indiana* BRIDGE-Vu THEATRE

THE WORLD'S ONLY FEMALE STAND-UP COMIC
OF INTERNATIONAL STATURE

na

PHYLLIS DILLER

u.

·wEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY

~Rs

OCTOBER1~23

~

Wed. and Sun. 8:00p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat., 7:30 & 10:30 . . R E

BiUDGE-Vu Ti·tEATRE U,S, 30 West, Valpa.ra1so, .1ndiana

BILLY ''CRASH" CRADDOCK
J,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28.7:30 & 10:30

DRIDGE-Vu THEATRE U.S. 30 W<'Rt, Va1pauiso, Indiana
--· - - - - ··• "·· THEA 1' ~ ~

u.s. 3o w,.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

BRIDGF

TOMMY JAMES

u.s. ),

FRI. & SAT., NOVEMBER 4th & 5th

BRIDGE.
7:30 and 10:30 p.m.
U.S. 30 We ....
DRIOGB-Vu THEATHE U.S. 30 Wut, Valparaiso, Jndiana
TIX-BV ·PHONE

Phone Charge:
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
462-0563, 462-0564. 462·2908

wsR@ie~w
•

ffl8XIG~Pl

.

~®@@;_

ASUAL FAMILY DINING
BEER-WINE
COMPLETE CARRY -OUT SERVICE
NO DELIVERY SERVICE

-------4&2-3848-.--~--1209 N. CALUMET AVE.
(STATE RT. 49)
VALPARAISO, INDIANA 46383

VALPO
UQUORSTORE
1401 E. Lincolnway
462-8819

NatioDal

·~

n.EatUM~n~yomu(MU

Campus) remains open each day,
except Saturd~y, until s~ p.m.
for the con-venience of Valpaniso
Uni~rsity students. On Satur~~y
the offlg: ls open ~ntil12 o'clock
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TEAM OF THE WEEK

Batt I ing BaRD Grid Squad Ties ;
Holds on to Undefeated Season

Down 6-Q in the early going,
the Battling BARD rallied to take
a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus squad before settling for a
19-19 draw in one of the finer 1M
games played this season.
The Circus, an independant
squad composed mostly of Valpo
baseball players, drew first blood
following a BARD tum-over (interception), but the extra point
attempt was batted away. The
Weseman Hall squad quickly came
back when Chris Hunt lofted a 35
yard TD aerial strike to big Geoff
Wa.ggins. However, BARD, as they
have all year, blew the EP. The
<counselors-to-be! then took the ·
lead on the next possession when
a long drive culminated with RH
Hunt (Receding Hairline) hitting
.. The Wiggs" with a 15 yard TD
shot.
The key play of the contest occurred a short time later, with
four seconds left in the half. Ernie
Wruck, evidencing no concern for
his health or physical well-being,
broke through the line and partially blocked the attempted Circus pass. Wiggins, rushing from
the left side, picked off the deflected toss and scampered 35
yards, sCoring after the half had
actually ended. It might be said
that the Flying Circus was not
pleased by this turn of events. The
extra point was run, albeit slowly
over by Hunt.
'
Starting the second half the
two teams exchanged punts 'then
the Circus changed Mo-M~ntum
when they struck for a sixty plus
y~rd TD bomb. The extra point
faded, but the next time
the FC's got the ball, they marched the length of the field for six
and forced over the point after t~
gain a tie. After that the defense
traded interceptions with Jeff
Holmstrom and J~e' Simanski
picking off key passes to give
BARD a chance which the offense
oouldn 't take advantage of. As the
game ended a pass from Hunt intended for Wiggins was batter
away in the end zone.
. BARD, now 3-Q-1, will tangle
With Bad News Brandt on Mond
and a victory would give the ay
co-title with the Flying Circus r:n;
a play-off berth.

Members of the team take a break from practice to show
off their winning forms. Above, left to right: Ed
D~ersen, Jim Ralls, Bob Stochel, Chris Hunt, Nick Bazan,
Rick Bolhouse, Scott Byerly, and Geof Wiggins.
Below, standing: Cliff Duggan, Brian Cook,) oe Simanski_ Jeff Holmstrom, Steve Sproull. kneeling: Ernie
Wruck, Dave Myers, and Paul Stanko.

tainly has no redeeming social
value.) The :lawyers-to-be! took a
6-0 lead late in the first half when
Old Crew Cut (But the crew bailed out) Hunt hit Nick Bazan for a
forty yard gain. Hunt then went
to "Oine Wuck" of NY in his
patented flow pattern for six
points. The defense, featuring its
Previous Week's Action
first decent pass rush of the year,
Although unimpressive in doing then took over until mid -way
so, the Battling_ BARD of Chris through the second half when
Hunt remained undefeated with Hunt lofted a cross-grain bomb to
victories over the Sig Tau and the the hand of Easy Eddy Dierson
MaHog Hoff during the last week. for the final six. The defense reIn boosting their season mark to corded four interceptions in the
3-0, the BARD recorded their first contest to stymy several MHH
shot-out of the season with a 12-0 drives.
A week earlier the BARD were
win over the MHH's. (I'm not sure
if that name is obscene, but it cer- less than impressive while getting

by a determined Sig Tau squad.
Hunt hit Wruck early in the contest with a short pass that Ernie
carried in for a 6-0 lead. The same
play worked again in the opening
minutes of the second half anci
with a 12-0 lead a Iaugher seemed
in the making. However, the ST's
came back with a couple of spectacular catches to make it 12-6
but Hunt found Dierson deep fo;
an 18-6 spread. A couple of questionable BARD decisions gave the
Sigs the ball deep in lawyer territory and the ST quarterback
threaded a needle between BARD
defensive backs for the 18-12 final
score before the winners ran out
the clock.

etc, etc, etc --Soccer
The BARD Soccer Jocks tinder
the tutelage of the gnarly, intense
Boo-Boo Walden clinched a tie for
the Residence League Title and
play-off berth with a 1-0 forfeit
win over Dau II, Tuesday, October 4.
A week earlier the Barrister
Boosters notched a snappy· 4-0
over Wehrenberg III. Walden, a
one-man wrecking crew, put the
lawyers ahead early with a head
shot off Scott Wolfram's throw-in.
A few minutes later Walden made
it 2-0 with a penalty kick and
added a third marker with one of
his patented squib kicks just prior
to the intermission. The BARD
dominated the contest throughout, with strong mid-field play
paced by Stanle'Y Stek, pap-legal.
~g Bruce Van Hue~.elem added an
"icing on the cake goal" as the
Weseman hooters boosted their
record to 2-o.
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In non-league action, the
BARD scrimmaged the Valp U.
Club team last Tuesday once their
forfeit had been officially declared and came away with an impressive 3-3 tie. Goals by Jeff
Holmstrum, Bruce V'H., and
Frankie "Taco" Davila paced the
lawyers in their pre-tourney
warm-uo.

racquet
ball

The Ken Anderson Memorial
Most Complicated Pairings Racquetball Tournament continues to
roll along and the results to daie
are henceforth promulgated as re:
quired by natural law and Thomas
Aquinas. Wrapping up first round
action, Scott Walden got by
Dennis Carlson, Goose Geisler edged a gimpy Greg Babcock 'and
Bill Vogelsang moved by Duncan
Wainwright. In the only quarter
round action played as of 5

October, tourney favorite Dan
Wehrenberg was taken to three
sets by Joe Simanski, 20-21,
21-18, 21-12. Wehrenberg will
meet the winner of the WaldenDeisler match to determine a finalist in the upper bracket. In the
lower bracket Ron Johnston will
stop off in V alpo long enough to
play Bill Vogelsang. That winner
will have to get by number 2 seed
Kent "Strung too Tight" Schnack,
the former tennis great.
In the losers bracket (complete
with play backs, ) Carlson and
Babcock will play for the right to
meet Steve Fischer, Frankie
Davila will tangle with Raymond
the Racquet Berger, and Ken
Anderson (The Elder) will meet Simanski following his victory over
Duncan Wainwright. The last two
billets are filled by Easy :Ed
Grafton and Rich Cagen who will
meet shortly. Stay tuned for further scores.

ua~"s TITLE!
By Jay Lauer_, Forum Special Reporter
and Coach Extraordinary

With a convincing 31-0 victory icing on the cake.
over the last place Sig Eps, the
In the PIKE game, the barrisDRAB clinched the fraternity ters only score came on a irrst half
League Championship last Tues- thirty-yard bomb from Bumper to
day. As in previous victories the Mike Handlon. Hostetler then
quarterbacking of Bumper took in the extra point. Hanlon
Hostetler and the dominant line also had a key interception to
play of the DRAB were the key thwart a late PIKE rally and prefactors. Other victories included a
serve the score at 7-6.
20-6 "upset" over the Phi Delts
The vaunted Sig Pi defense was
campus champs for four years, ~
19-0 win against the Sig Taus, and the next victim of the DRAB
ma~hine. Johson, Kray, Peta 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes.
Defensively, the DRAB has kovich, and Ostojic put pressure
only allowed its fraternity oppon- on the SP quarterback that was reents twelve points in six games. miniscent of a second Hell night.
The Thundering Herd of Keith ~ong with Handlon, they pro'' Ra fer" Johnson, Jerry Kray, VIded Bumper with enough time
Mike Petkovich, Danny Ostojic, to find his receivers and review his
Ken Anderson(The younger), and Evidence notes. Mike Petkovich
John Lanning have consistently hauled in a Hostetler aerial and
beaten and "beaten-up" their logged it (At least he could stand
opposing linemen. Their fierce up in this game DHM) twenty
rush has resulted in an average of : yards fore the first score. In the
four sacks a game and several second half the DRAB had marchblocked passes per contest. ed down to inside the SP ten yard
Opposing quarterbacks have been line when Hostetler hit Jaskowiak
forced to scramble or unload their with a TD pass. The final score
passes before their receivers have was a Bumper to "Pet" toss that
completed their patterns resulting make the finall9-0.
in incompletions or interceptions.
Thrashing the Sig Eps, 31-0, the
The same fivesome along with
DRAB tuned up for its season
Mike Handlon have provided
imale against the second place
Bumper consistent pass protection
TKE's this Friday (oct 7 ). Hosin every game. ·Hostetler, in turn,
tetler demonstrated some nifty
has been able to pinpoint his
scrambling and play calling that·
receivers and work his offence
. which is as simple as a perpetuities culminated in four scoring marches in the second half, In the
problem. ·
opeing
half a Hostetler to
Against the Phi Delts, after a
Dan Lane interception on the first Jaskowiak throw was the only
play, Bumper engineered a drive score while the second half exthat ended with a 15 yard scoring plosion was highlighted by TD
pass to Lane. In the following of- passes to Lane, two to Petkovich,
fensive seriers the DRAB QB hit and the veteran Bourban former
F. J. Jaskowiak with a 35 yard semi-great Mike Cook. (Adjectives
bomb to make the score 13-0 after mine-DHM). The Sig Ep quarterthe extra point. Late in the fourth back due to a fierce rush found his ·
quarter, while rolling out, he hit favorite receivers to be the DRAB
Mike Petkovich with a 15 yeard defensive backfield. Jay Lauer had
pass. Petkovich scampered the re- three interceptions and Cook had
akeygrab toupset a Sig Ep threat.
maining 30 yeards for the final

Sport Shorts
by Dave Myers
Congrats are in order to all
those jocks and non-jocks who
passed the Indiana Bar Exam.
Rumor has it that the passees will
have some sort of attitude problem for the rest of the year.
Head's up gahg ... Congrats and a
tip of the raq uet to 1st year
phenom Pepper Goad for his win
over the aging "Mr. Tennis", Kent
Schnack in the Law School Tennis
Tourament. Pepper is also partici
Pating in the 1M intramural tourney under the auspices of the
BARD banner .... It has been

volleyball

brought up (and down) that if the
points given in IMs to all law
school teams were added together
the law school would probabl;
wear the 1M crown. It doesn't
work that way gang. It wouldn't
be fair since the law school could
enter more teams from a larger
pool of talent(?). So the Weseman
Hall banner will be carried predominantly by the BARD, whoe~er that happens to be on a particular day ... Of special note are
the IM football and soccer standings which show DRAB as the
Fraternity league champions with
a sterling 6-0 mark. (congrats to
Jay Lauer's squad), the BARD
leading the Independent League
with a 3-0 slate, and the BARD
soccer jocks heading the Residence Circuit- with a 3-0 record

The BARD volley-bailers boost- good enought for co-titlist 111!1 ttl~
ed their autumn league record worst with one game to play.)over the .500 mark with a 3-0 win ...... Fearless Forecast, as of 5 Oct.
over the Big Green Machine last Phillies v. Royals in the World
week. The BARD netters, heading Se~ers. with the Phillies taking the
by L. Rev. Stek, took the opener senes m seven. (Jim Ralls alias
15-10, then pulled out a pair of K. C · Slim, to the cont~ary. )15 13 ·
t b
····Rumor has it that the first year
wms o oost their over-all
mark to 5-4. In two earlier students are forming a basketball
matches the BARD dropped two team which shall carry the name
out of three while getting their o_f the "Flying Squirrels". The
game together. In the season frrst year squad, besides searching
opener against the Sig Eps, the ~ord a 6'5" center (you and every0
Weseman Hall V-ballers dropped
Y else) may also be in violathe opener 15-8, took the second tion of trademark regulations and
game 15-13, and then with a 13- 8 rumor has it that M.K. Flyke is
lead swallowed a big green volley- considering legal action .... Why is
ball to lose 15-13. Against the it that coaches who play offensive
English Faculty • (and a couple of or defensive back positions are so
ringers) the squad
th
darn anxious to scrimmage? Bewon e open- caus 1't . 't th .
.
er, then dropped a pair. Squad
. e
IS~
err bodies. that are
members, on a rotating basis in- . bemg b~Ised by the lme play
elude John
Ba
J
'·
· · · · •R 1gh t
Hunt and
Jimmy Kramer ~~~r,h Lumpbing Lauer!!! I!. .... Reminder Cross
'
c
au er, Count
M t · 0
'
"Spike" Tuuk, Ken "Calvin" .
ry ee lS ctober 12, barKingma, and Dan Blauw.
nng an act of God or 1M Director
Krause ..••. .Anyway, thanks for
your time this time til next time
DHM
.

